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Abstract
Despite the central role of bacterial non-coding small RNAs (sRNAs) in posttranscriptional 
regulation, little is understood about their evolution. Here, we compile what has been studied to 
date and trace a life cycle of sRNAs—from their mechanisms of emergence, through processes of 
change and frequent neofunctionalization, to their loss from bacterial lineages. Because they 
possess relatively unrestrictive structural requirements, we find that sRNA origins are varied, and 
include de novo emergence as well as formation from pre-existing genetic elements via 
duplication events and horizontal gene transfer. The need for only partial complementarity to their 
mRNA targets facilitates apparent rapid change, which also contributes to significant challenges in 
tracing sRNAs across broad evolutionary distances. We document that recently-emerged sRNAs in 
particular evolve quickly, mirroring dynamics observed in microRNAs, their functional analogs in 
eukaryotes. Mutations in mRNA-binding regions, transcriptional regulator or sigma factor binding 
sites, and protein-binding regions are all likely sources of shifting regulatory roles of sRNAs. 
Finally, using examples from the few evolutionary studies available, we examine cases of sRNA 
loss, and describe how these may be the result of adaptive in addition to neutral processes. We 
highlight the need for more comprehensive analyses of sRNA evolutionary patterns as a means to 
improve novel sRNA detection, enhance genome annotation, and deepen our understanding of 
regulatory networks in bacteria.
INTRODUCTION
As our understanding of the transcriptional landscape of bacteria continues to expand, it has 
become clear that non-coding small RNAs (sRNAs) play a pivotal regulatory role (1–3). 
Typically 50–400 nucleotides in length, sRNAs posttranscriptionally regulate gene 
expression, usually by base-pairing with one or more messenger RNA (mRNA) targets (4). 
sRNAs likely provide certain advantages over protein regulators because they act quickly, 
are relatively metabolically inexpensive, and provide an additional way to respond to 
environmental signals (1). Beyond these basic characteristics, however, the roles of bacterial 
sRNAs are extremely diverse: they are capable of upregulating or downregulating 
translation, stabilizing mRNAs or targeting them for degradation, sharing targets and/or 
targeting multiple mRNAs. Variability in their sequence, structure, and how and when they 
are transcribed allow them to meet a wide range of nuanced regulatory needs based on the 
diverse environments to which bacteria must adapt.
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Despite their regulatory importance, we lack a full understanding of how sRNAs originate 
and evolve. This topic was recently reviewed with particular attention to the feature 
requirements that shape sRNA evolution (5). These requirements typically include an 
environmentally-regulated promoter, a rho-independent terminator, double-stranded regions 
that allow for stable secondary structure, and an unstructured seed region, where the sRNA 
base-pairs with its target (5). These features do impose limitations on sequence evolution, 
but the marked divergence observed among sRNAs also suggests that these constraints are 
not so limiting as to prevent rapid and significant change (2).
Indeed, the fast pace at which sRNA sequences change is one of several factors that make 
systematic studies of bacterial sRNA evolution particularly challenging. High degrees of 
both intra- and inter-species polymorphism yield low sequence similarity, especially as 
compared to protein-coding genes, and sRNAs on the whole are known to be poorly 
conserved across broad evolutionary distances (6). Comparing the contents of Rfam (7)—a 
database that houses sequence and structural information for known sRNA families—to 
Pfam (8), an analogous database for protein families, only 60% of RNA families were found 
to be conserved between species of the same taxonomic family, as opposed to 90% for 
proteins (9). In evolutionary analyses, where a clear picture of relationships between gene 
sequences through time is critical in order to draw meaningful conclusions, this presents the 
unique challenge of distinguishing between an sRNA’s absence in a given lineage and the 
possibility that the sequence or structure of the gene has simply diverged too drastically to 
accurately trace its ancestry.
Not only do sRNA genes evolve rapidly; they also are arguably more difficult to identify 
than protein-coding genes. Whereas open reading frames (ORFs) serve as signposts for 
coding sequences, sRNAs have no such singular reliable identifier and, in fact, many of the 
features they do require are found readily throughout bacterial genomes. In E. coli, for 
example, sigma-70 promoter-like sequences are widely distributed and highly redundant 
(10); more broadly, secondary structure alone is not enough to reliably identify sRNAs (11), 
and algorithms that predict non-coding RNAs often have high false-positive rates (12). 
Moreover, without codons as guides, homologous sRNAs are notoriously difficult to align 
(13), presenting obstacles to accurate quantification of their sequence evolution.
sRNAs are known to play key roles in regulatory networks (2, 3), and so are crucial to our 
understanding of the evolution of metabolic pathways, environmental adaptation, virulence, 
speciation, and countless other processes in bacteria. Furthermore, their evolutionary 
trajectories are inextricably linked with that of their targets, and as such, our understanding 
of the evolution of protein-coding genes is not complete without inquiries into that of these 
key regulators. Given the existence of their regulatory analogs in eukaryotes and archaea, 
insights into bacterial sRNA evolution could also lead to a better understanding of gene 
regulation in all domains of life. Finally, since posttranscriptional controls are now 
understood to be more than a peripheral consideration when it comes to regulating gene 
expression—rather, they are a key part of it—successful identification of sRNAs in bacterial 
genomes has become all the more critical. A better understanding of sRNA evolution could 
lead to improved methodologies for identifying novel sRNAs and facilitate enhanced 
annotation of bacterial genomes to reflect these key genetic components.
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With these goals in mind, this review explores the evolutionary considerations associated 
with sRNA origin, functional divergence, and loss from bacterial genomes. While many of 
the dynamics discussed here are broadly applicable to non-coding RNAs in general, this 
article will focus on trans-acting sRNAs, which are most notably characterized by their 
requirement for only partial mRNA complementarity and their being encoded in genetic loci 
often distant from that of their targets. Other works, including articles that accompany this 
one, provide ample examples of sRNAs and their full range of diverse characteristics and 
functions. Consequently, we will focus less on detailing the features of known sRNAs, and 
instead turn our attention to broad evolutionary patterns and the resulting questions that 
emerge. Tracing a ‘life cycle’ of sRNA evolution, we will begin by documenting their 
origins, both de novo and from pre-existing genetic elements, detail what is known about 
their functional evolution, and end by discussing the dynamics associated with sRNA loss 
from bacterial genomes.
sRNA ORIGINS
Despite the challenges associated with identifying sRNAs and tracking them over 
evolutionary time, several mechanisms for their emergence have been investigated. It is 
possible that sRNA genes have, on the whole, more diverse origins as compared to protein-
coding genes, for which duplication events and horizontal gene transfer (HGT) are 
considered to be the dominant forces (14, 15), though de novo origination of coding 
sequences is becoming increasingly well studied (16, 17). For microRNAs (miRNAs), which 
are the functional analogs of sRNAs in eukaryotes, it was recently shown that the 
requirements for formation are somewhat less stringent than protein-coding genes in part 
due to their small size: protein-coding genes are significantly longer than miRNA genes and 
require open reading frames in order to be functional, whereas the hairpins that form 
potential miRNAs are pervasive in mammalian transcriptomes (18). Similarly, provided that 
certain structural requirements are met, a bacterial sRNA requires only a short seed sequence 
in order to acquire a viable mRNA target (19, 20). Particularly since the seed sequence need 
only be partially complementary to the target mRNA, the existence (or emergence by 
chance) of such a target is likely (21). Thus, it is highly likely that functional sRNAs may 
emerge more readily and evolve more quickly than their protein-coding counterparts.
Documented bacterial sRNA origins include duplication events, HGT, and de novo 
emergence (Fig. 1), mirroring known eukaryotic gene origins (22), but altogether less well 
investigated to date. The mechanisms briefly discussed below, though by no means entirely 
discrete, raise new questions regarding the selection pressures that result in sRNA 
emergence. Additionally, gene origination source has been shown to correlate with trends in 
network integration and functional gain in eukaryotes. For instance, in Saccharomyces, 
genes that originated de novo gained function more quickly, were more likely to reflect 
responses to environmental changes, and formed new interactions faster than genes that 
arose via duplication events (23). Hence, the characterization of sRNAs by their 
evolutionary origins may help illuminate patterns in their highly varied interactions and 
expression levels within bacterial genomes.
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Emergence of new sRNAs through duplication
Since duplication events are a major driver behind protein origination and evolution, it 
comes as no surprise that homologous sRNAs, with one or more copies thought to have 
arisen via gene duplication, are relatively common in bacterial genomes. There are several 
examples of bacterial sRNAs that have persisted as closely-related but discrete copies (24), 
including PrrF1 and PrrF2 in Pseudomonas, which regulate iron metabolism via the ferric 
uptake regulator (Fur) repressor (25), the functionally analogous RyhB1 and RyhB2 in 
Salmonella (26), a suite of Qrr sRNAs in Vibrio that control quorum-sensing (27), and 
AbcR1 and AbcR2 in Rhizobiales, involved in ABC transporter regulation (28–30). 
Duplicated sRNAs exhibit varying degrees of functional overlap. Some, such as OmrA and 
OmrB in E. coli, show apparent target redundancy (31); others appear to have significantly 
diverged since their emergence—either in sequence, target, regulation, or a combination of 
these characteristics (5). The evolutionary considerations regarding sRNA functional 
divergence will be discussed later in this chapter.
For those sRNA duplicates that share mRNA targets, an interesting question emerges 
regarding the utility of such redundancy (24, 32), and thus the selection to maintain it. It has 
been suggested that multi-copy sRNAs enable more efficient or nuanced regulatory control 
(27, 32), or ensure proper regulation in the case of particularly critical functions (24). 
Redundancy also enables differential regulation of the sRNAs themselves (2), perhaps 
allowing their regulatory cascades to be activated under an additional set of environmental 
conditions (24). This scenario is easy to envision, as a small sequence change in the course 
of an sRNA’s rapid evolution might allow it to be regulated by a different transcription 
factor (5).
Acquisition of new sRNAs via HGT
Another common source of sRNAs in bacterial genomes is HGT via plasmids, transposable 
elements, and bacteriophages. Some of the most well-studied plasmid-derived sRNAs are 
associated with virulence, and include the anti-toxins of many toxin-antitoxin systems (33) 
and the island-encoded sRNAs in Salmonella Typhimurium and Staphylococcus aureus (26, 
34–36). For example, the HGT-derived sRNA IsrJ in Salmonella enables the use of a Type 
III secretion system to invade intestinal epithelial cells (26), and IsrM likewise regulates 
proteins required for intracellular invasion and replication (35). Prophage-origin IsrK is also 
encoded in a Salmonella pathogenicity island, and is notable as an example of dual-function 
RNAs (37), which are the subject of an accompanying review. The short IsrK isoform 
activates the longer isoform, an inactive mRNA, ultimately causing expression of anti-
terminator protein AntQ. The dual-function phenomenon warrants further study in the 
context of sRNA evolution; for example, did mRNAs and sRNAs with shared genetic loci 
co-emerge? Given that ‘overprinting’ is relatively common in viral genomes (38), might 
there be a relationship between viral origination of an sRNA gene and the likelihood that it 
is associated with an overlapping mRNA? Other evolutionary implications of dual 
functionality will be discussed later in this chapter.
In addition to the now well-documented phenomenon of sRNAs encoded on pathogenicity 
islands, there may also be structural considerations related to the likelihood of sRNA 
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emergence from bacteriophages or transposable elements. Two sRNA genes in Coxiella 
burnetii, the causative agent of Q fever, were found to be encoded by families of a 
transposon class called miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs) (Mike 
Minnick, personal communication). Transposons, including MITES in particular, are a 
known source of microRNAs in eukaryotes (39). Given that these elements are known to 
readily form stable stem-loop structures (40), it is possible that MITEs along with other 
types of transposons are particularly suited for sRNA origination.
De novo origination of sRNAs
As more bacterial sRNAs are identified and characterized, and their origins elucidated, de 
novo origination from apparently nonfunctional transcripts has also been observed. Genome 
rearrangements, such as those that occur via homologous recombination, can form new 
intergenic regions (IGRs), from which new sRNAs can emerge (41). A survey of novel IGRs 
in E. coli and Salmonella Typhimurium identified one such rearrangement in the latter 
species that resulted in the origination of the SesR2 sRNA (41). The formation of this IGR is 
believed to have been mediated by horizontal gene transfer, as evidenced by plasmid-derived 
flanking genes and a nearby prophage gene. The sRNA encoded in that IGR likely arose via 
a point mutation that created a functional sigma-70 promoter region (Fig. 1), which explains 
the significant transcription observed in Salmonella, but not in the corresponding regions in 
E. coli. This example highlights the non-discrete nature of sRNA origination sources, in that 
the emergence of SesR2 was ultimately facilitated both by HGT and de novo promoter 
emergence. For the purposes of this discussion, we consider it to have originated de novo 
given that the horizontally-transferred IGR from which it was born was presumed to be 
nonfunctional prior to the point mutation that created a promoter region.
The same study that identified SesR2’s origins found that an E. coli-specific IGR gave rise 
to the sRNA EcsR2 (41), and this sRNA was later determined to have originated from a 
degraded bacteriophage gene (21). EcsR2 is also believed to have originated de novo via 
promoter-like sequence emergence, and exhibits low expression compared to older sRNAs in 
the same species. In reconstructing the likely evolution of EcsR2, it appears that its mRNA-
binding region has become less structured and its terminator more structured over time, 
suggesting that secondary structure changes are a key component of bacterial sRNA 
evolution, as has been observed in eukaryotes (42) and suggested in bacteria (43). Though 
EcsR2 is one of only a handful of bacterial sRNAs for which a source has been determined, 
the phenomena of noncoding genes emerging de novo and originating from selfish genetic 
elements have been observed in eukaryotes (22, 42, 44, 45). Further comparative genomics 
and transcriptomics studies in bacteria are required in order to identify all modes of sRNA 
origination.
GAIN OF FUNCTION AND FUNCTIONAL DIVERGENCE
Although there are few comprehensive surveys of related sRNAs, with most focusing on 
well-studied enteric bacteria (21, 32, 46), there is evidence that newly-born sRNAs evolve 
quickly (21). This, coupled with the observation that constraints on sRNA evolution appear 
to be loose enough to accommodate rapid structure and sequence change (2), point to 
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significant functional divergence in relatively short spans of evolutionary time. This 
corroborates the most likely evolutionary scenario of bacterial sRNAs: emergence of the 
initial sRNA-mRNA interaction induces selection to maintain the sRNA, followed by the 
accumulation of additional mRNA binding sites (21, Fig. 1). Of course, this initial selection 
to maintain the sRNA is predicated on the beneficial nature of the interaction. The same 
short-seed sequence and partial-complementarity requirements that promote the emergence 
of functional sRNAs also create many opportunities for deleterious effects. In a recent study, 
Kacharia et al. showed that recently emerged sRNAs in E. coli and Salmonella were 
expressed at significantly lower levels than older sRNAs, indicating that low expression of 
incipient sRNAs might help to mitigate the risk of any fitness costs while maintaining the 
sRNA long enough for beneficial interactions to arise (21). This pattern of low expression 
coupled with rapid evolution has been observed in young miRNAs as well (18, 47, 48), 
suggesting a possible mechanism by which newly-emerged non-coding RNAs can gain 
function and be successfully integrated into regulatory networks.
A high rate of evolution among sRNAs genes would help to explain the now well-
documented observation that even closely-related sRNAs often exhibit distinct 
characteristics in expression patterns, targets, and transcriptional regulation (5, 24). For 
example, the sRNA GcvB is expressed at high levels during exponential phase and low 
levels during stationary phase in Salmonella; in Vibrio, this expression pattern is reversed 
(49). Given that the abundance of mRNA targets as well as the consequence of mRNA 
regulation will be different based on the organism’s stage of growth, it is highly likely that 
differential expression patterns indicate diverged sRNA function. This is supported by the 
observation that differences in gene expression affect bacterial fitness and adaptation during 
exposure to stress (50).
Homologous sRNAs are likewise known to be involved in different regulatory circuits; for 
example, RyhB regulates the expression of different genes in Vibrio as compared to its 
homolog in E. coli (51). Perhaps the starkest examples of divergence come from 
examination of intra-organismal homologs, which show varying levels of functional 
redundancy (24). One such example is GlmY and GlmZ in Enterobacteriaceae, which act 
hierarchically to regulate the enzyme GlmS as part of the cell wall synthesis pathway (52). 
Despite sharing 66% sequence identity in E. coli along with extremely similar secondary 
structures, only GlmZ has a high affinity for Hfq, allowing it to directly activate glmS. 
However, due to their structural similarity, GlmY is able to act as a decoy for the 
endonuclease-recruiting adapter protein RapZ, reducing the chances of GlmZ degradation 
and thereby indirectly regulating glmS (53).
In addition to being an interesting example of the regulatory complexity that can result from 
sRNA gene duplication and subsequent divergence, GlmY/GlmZ also underscore the 
importance of examining sRNA functional divergence in the context of the other regulatory 
elements, such as proteins, with which they interact. Understanding the nuances of protein 
binding may aid in our understanding of highly specific RNA degradation mechanisms (53), 
which in turn could shed light on how such closely-related sRNAs come to occupy such 
distinct regulatory niches. Interestingly, GlmY/GlmZ is also an example of differential 
transcriptional control, in that this pair of sRNA genes is transcribed via different 
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combinations of sigma-54 and sigma-70 promoter sequences in closely related species: 
sigma-54 promoter for glmY and glmZ in Yersinia tuberculosis, overlapping sigma-54 and 
sigma-70 promoters for glmY and glmZ in Salmonella Typhimurium and glmY in E. coli, 
and sigma-70 promoters for glmZ in E. coli (52). This observation identifies the evolution of 
transcription factor or sigma factor binding site as yet another means by which the 
regulatory roles of sRNAs can diverge.
Conversely, examining sRNAs across large phylogenetic distances has yielded some likely 
examples of parallel evolution, in which discrete sRNAs have independently evolved nearly 
identical functions. PrrF1 and PrrF2 in Pseudomonas aeruginosa and RyhB in E. coli 
provide one such example. PrrF sRNAs and RyhB are both regulated by the Fur repressor 
and thus transcribed when iron concentrations are low, and all act by inhibiting ribosome 
binding on an overlapping set of mRNA targets (5, 25, 54). Similarly, MicA in E. coli and 
VrrA in Vibrio cholerae both regulate OmpA (outer membrane protein A), although Hfq 
appears to be required for MicA function but not for VrrA (5, 55, 56). The lack of sequence 
similarity between functional analogs in each of these cases points to likely convergent 
evolution; however, we cannot rule out the possibility that these sRNAs shared a common 
ancestor but have diverged so significantly that this relationship is obscured.
Despite ample anecdotal evidence for diversification of sRNA expression and function, the 
mechanisms by which these changes take place have yet to be systematically investigated. 
Because an sRNA requires only short, partial complementarity to its mRNA target in order 
to be functional, it seems likely that both target gain and target loss—perhaps especially the 
former—could occur fairly readily via point mutations. E. coli sRNAs, for example, appear 
to have gradually accumulated mRNA binding sites since their emergence (46). Aside from 
binding sites, other mutations within sRNA genes could increase sRNA stability, indirectly 
allowing for acquisition of new targets by prolonged sRNA survival into a different stage of 
growth where alternative mRNAs are available (Fig. 1). A study examining the relationships 
between sRNA structure, function, and stability found that mutations in structural elements 
could result in increased sRNA abundance and induce regulation of non-specific targets (43). 
The same study found that in sRNAs with short seed sequences, mutations in this region 
could be used to fine-tune an sRNA’s effect on its target, whereas sRNAs with longer seed 
sequences were less susceptible to these mutation-induced changes. This finding begs a 
more thorough investigation into the relationship between seed sequence characteristics and 
evolutionary patterns among sRNAs. Additionally, given that mRNA-binding sequences are 
the most conserved regions of sRNAs (19, 21, Fig. 2), this characteristic can be exploited to 
identify potential seed sequences in novel sRNAs and aid in mRNA target prediction (21).
Just as they promote target gain, sequence changes can also catalyze target loss. The loss of 
mRNA targets in turn could cause complete loss of sRNA function, however, it is difficult to 
clearly draw the line between functional loss and functional divergence unless a given sRNA 
is unequivocally deemed nonfunctional. For example, sequence changes were the probable 
cause for the loss of original function observed in two Pxr paralogs, which typically regulate 
fruiting body development in Cystobacter species (57), but whether the Pxr sRNAs in 
question have functionally diverged or become nonfunctional entirely is unclear. This 
question is further complicated by the fact that sRNA pseudogenes may be more likely than 
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most protein-coding pseudogenes to reacquire function via the mechanisms previously 
described. Not constrained by the requirement of an ORF, even ‘decommissioned’ sRNA 
genes may not permanently remain so.
Since the initial discovery of bacterial sRNAs, increasing numbers of what we may consider 
non-canonical regulatory mechanisms have been elucidated, which highlights the varied 
means by which sRNAs can gain (or regain) function. For example, the E. coli sRNAs SgrS 
and DicF were recently found to bind the mannose transporter manX mRNA target outside 
regions that would allow for direct translational repression, with Hfq instead blocking the 
ribosomal binding site (RBS) (58). Evolutionary analysis suggests that the SgrS-manX 
mRNA interaction—facilitated by a relatively less well-conserved region of SgrS and a 
coding region of the manX mRNA—evolved much later than the sRNA’s association with 
the sugar transporter ptsG mRNA, whose RBS binds with the most highly conserved region 
of SgrS (46). This illustrates the capacity of sRNAs to gain targets over evolutionary time. In 
another example, Qrr3, one of the quorum-sensing sRNAs in Vibrio species, has four known 
targets and can bind mRNAs in two regions, which in turn allows the sRNA to act via four 
discrete mechanisms (59). mRNA targets that bind the first stem-loop of Qrr3 induce 
degradation of the sRNA, resulting in either mRNA activation or repression; targets that bind 
the second stem-loop sequester Qrr3, with downstream effects dependent in part on binding 
strength, which in turn is affected by even small sequence changes. While there has not been 
an analogous analysis of Qrr evolution, it seems likely that only one stem-loop structure was 
critical for an ancestral Qrr, with additional functions emerging later via sequence mutations. 
The evolutionary implications of sRNA mechanism diversity and divergence warrant further 
investigation.
Clearly, the evolutionary trajectories of sRNAs must be considered along with those of the 
other genetic elements with which they interact, including sRNA-binding proteins, target 
mRNAs, and ‘sponge’ sRNAs (2). The evolutionary relationships between sRNAs and their 
mRNA targets were the subject of a survey of the relatively well-studied sRNAs in enteric 
bacteria (46), which linked the accumulation of new sRNAs in Enterobacteriales with the 
evolution of a longer C-terminal region in Hfq, a protein known to bind and stabilize many 
sRNAs in this lineage. This is significant given that the C-terminal region of Hfq, which 
differs between Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, likely modulates access to 
ribosomal binding sites (60). While Hfq is the most well-known, it is not the only sRNA-
binding protein that may be critical to sRNA regulatory networks (4). For example, RapZ 
protein in E. coli acts as an adapter, recruiting an endoribonuclease and thereby inducing 
sRNA degradation (53). Expression of ProQ, a protein that regulates osmolarity via 
interactions with the ProP transporter, significantly affects sRNA abundance in Salmonella, 
and has been shown to aid in translation inhibition both by increasing sRNA stability and by 
blocking ribosome binding on target mRNAs (61, 62). Moreover, potential coevolutionary 
considerations are not limited to sRNA-binding proteins: a recent comparison of Listeria 
genomes identified 12 sRNAs that appear to have coevolved with protein-coding genes 
linked to virulence (63). Further study is needed in order to better understand these 
coevolutionary dynamics, but their import is becoming increasingly clear.
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MODES AND CONSEQUENCES OF sRNA LOSS
From the few studies that have examined sRNA evolution more broadly across species, 
strains, or other closely-related taxa, it appears that sRNA loss in a given lineage is a fairly 
common, but understudied, phenomenon. It is worth noting here that given the 
aforementioned relative ease with which sRNAs should be able to emerge in bacteria, and 
the high likelihood that their initial interactions will be deleterious, sRNAs are very likely 
born and lost at a rapid rate. The ‘death rate’ of microRNAs in eukaryotes has been 
quantified by comparing an estimated birth rate with the number of persisting miRNAs (18); 
for bacterial sRNAs, no such estimate is feasible, as the rate of sRNA emergence has yet to 
be quantified. The discussion of loss here will thus be limited to those sRNAs determined 
through phylogenetic analysis to be ancestral to a given lineage, but lost in one or more 
clades, and the considerations that come to bear on selective pressures to retain or lose 
sRNA genes.
One such consideration stems from the aforementioned phenomenon of dual-function 
sRNAs. Logically, the encoding of sRNAs and mRNAs at intersecting loci should affect the 
retention and evolution of these genetic elements in the genome. For example, TnpA, a 
transposable element-derived sRNA in Salmonella, shares its promoter with an mRNA, 
which may have resulted in increased selective pressure to maintain the transposon within 
which it is encoded (64). It stands to reason that even if its target mRNA is lost, the sRNA 
may persist long enough to acquire a new target. Additionally, when it comes to sequence 
diversity, we would expect the evolution of dual-encoded sRNAs to be more restricted as 
compared to regions that encode a single RNA, but this question has yet to be systematically 
investigated. These dynamics regarding conservation and retention would also apply to 
sRNAs that are the product of mRNA processing of 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) and the 
so-called intraRNAs whose promoters are found within protein-coding genes (65–67).
Despite the varied selective pressures that may act to maintain them, sRNA loss has been 
documented in groups of highly related, well-studied organisms such as the E. coli-Shigella 
clade. Pathogenic strains of E. coli, categorized as Shigella and enteroinvasive E. coli 
(EIEC), are believed to have evolved multiple times from non-pathogenic ancestors via the 
acquisition of a large virulence plasmid, pINV (68–70). The transition to an intracellular, 
pathogenic lifestyle was accompanied by loss of protein-coding genes from the 
chromosomes of Shigella and EIEC strains (71, 72). For example, the independent loss of 
cadA from multiple Shigella species is believed to have increased the virulence of these 
pathogens (72). This suggests that gene loss could be an adaptive process in which beneficial 
pseudogenizations or deletions are the product of positive selection rather than a neutral 
process associated with relaxed selection and genetic drift typically observed among 
organisms with a newly-acquired intracellular lifestyle (73). The mechanism by which gene 
loss contributes to bacterial fitness is thought to be through the ‘rewiring’ of regulatory 
networks, perhaps resetting metabolic regulation in order to develop a system more suited to 
the new environment (66, Fig. 1). Even in cases when existing genes would hypothetically 
provide a fitness advantage in the new environment, existing regulatory network structure 
might limit the ability of those genes to confer the advantage (74). Given that sRNAs play a 
key role in these regulatory networks, it follows that sRNA gene loss could likewise be part 
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of this rewiring, and thus an adaptive process in certain scenarios. There is possible evidence 
of this phenomenon in the E. coli-Shigella clade, where approximately one-third of sRNAs 
were found to have variable distribution across strains, with sRNA loss observed to be most 
frequent in Shigella and E. coli strains with a restricted host range (32).
Due to the paucity of studies on the topic, it is difficult to draw many broad conclusions 
about sRNA loss within particular bacterial lineages, though other discrete examples of 
absence could perhaps be explained using an adaptive framework. For example, the IGR 
encoding EcsR1 in E. coli is absent in Salmonella due to a genome rearrangement event that 
fragmented the sRNA gene and caused it to be effectively lost from the bacterium (41). 
EcsR1 was shown to inhibit biofilm formation, a function that would likely not be 
advantageous to a pathogen like Salmonella, and it is therefore plausible to consider that 
perhaps this sRNA was lost due to positive selection. Although ectopic expression of EscsR1 
in Salmonella did not cause a significant difference in biofilm formation, it was correlated 
with increased expression of genes associated with pathogenicity, which could ultimately be 
disruptive to the highly specialized virulence-related regulatory networks Salmonella has 
evolved since its split from E. coli (41). McaS, another sRNA that regulates biofilm 
formation in E. coli, is also missing from Salmonella and a few other enteric bacteria, but the 
evolutionary significance of its absence is not known (75, 76).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
There is clearly much left to be investigated regarding the origination, evolution, and loss of 
bacterial sRNAs; however, some patterns emerge from what has been studied to date. sRNAs 
arise from diverse origins and appear to evolve quickly, acquiring targets and integrating into 
regulatory circuits via mutations that form regulatory motifs, seed sequences, and protein-
binding regions. They share broad structural characteristics, but are varied in their 
expression patterns, distribution across bacterial lineages, and network interactions. In 
particular, sRNAs of different ages or at different stages of network integration are likely 
regulated differently and/or expressed at different levels. On the whole, sRNAs likely evolve 
faster than protein-coding genes, but a majority are still under purifying selection (21), 
indicative of their critical role in bacterial fitness. Similarly, at least a few cases of sRNA 
loss or pseudogenization is likely adaptive, as opposed to being a consequence of genome 
reduction or neutral processes.
Thorough, systematic investigation of these dynamics is necessary if we are to fully 
understand sRNA evolution. This includes continued improvement of our ability to identify 
and characterize novel sRNAs—particularly in groups other than well-studied enteric 
bacteria—and enhanced capacities to detect homology across species and genera. 
Furthermore, it is essential that we examine the evolution of sRNAs along with that of their 
targets. The observation that seed sequences change at lower rates than other sRNA gene 
regions can be put to work in batch identification of such sequences, helping both to trace 
the evolution of sRNA-mRNA interactions and to discern sRNA functions and network 
interactions. Drawing guidance from the study of eukaryotic microRNAs, it would be useful 
to more broadly characterize sRNA emergence and loss dynamics in a large number of 
bacterial genomes, enabling us to quantify the rates at which they emerge, evolve and 
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persist. Studying sRNAs in the context of these evolutionary forces will help us better 
understand not only sRNA emergence and change, but also how these elements fit in the 
larger context of bacterial posttranscriptional regulation and adaptation to environmental 
stress.
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Figure 1. sRNA origin, functional divergence, and loss
(a) sRNA sources include duplication events, horizontal gene transfer, and de novo 
origination via promoter emergence. (b) Sequence and structural changes are often 
accompanied by differential sRNA gene expression and accumulation of mRNA targets 
and/or protein-binding regions, causing the sRNA to become fully integrated into regulatory 
networks. (c) sRNA loss occurs through mutations that erode promoter sequences, genome 
rearrangements that split sRNA-containing intergenic regions (IGRs), and selective 
pressures that prompt shifts in network interactions.
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Figure 2. Sequence conservation and structure of an sRNA gene
(a) Sequence conservation within an sRNA gene (orange) and flanking protein-coding genes 
(blue). The black line represents nucleotide diversity index, π, calculated using a sliding 
window analysis; the flanking green lines indicate the 95% confidence interval. Lowest 
nucleotide polymorphism within sRNA genes is observed in mRNA-binding regions. (b) 
Predicted structure of an sRNA, showing a single-stranded mRNA-binding site and a 
terminator hairpin. Adapted from Kacharia et al. 2017.
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